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Game Programming Algorithms and Techniques: A Platform-Agnostic Approach (Game Design/Usability)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Game Programming Algorithms and Techniques is a detailed overview of many of the important algorithms and techniques used in video game programming today. Designed for programmers who are familiar with object-oriented programming and basic data structures, this book focuses on practical concepts that see actual use in the...
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Group Theoretical Methods in Image Processing (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1990

	These Lecture Notes are based on a series of lectures I gave at the Linkoping University
	Department of Electrical Engineering in 1988. In these lectures 1 tried to give an overview
	of the theory of representation of compact groups and some applications in the fields of
	image science and pattern recognition.


	The participants...
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Robust Algebraic Multilevel Methods and Algorithms (Radon Series on Computational and Applied Mathematics)Walter de Gruyter, 2009

	The iterative methods play an important role in solving linear equations that

	arise in real-world applications. Numerous properties of the problem may affect

	the efficiency of the solution. This book deals with algorithms for the solution of

	linear systems of algebraic equations with large-scale sparse matrices, with a focus

	on...
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Code Design for Dependable Systems: Theory and Practical ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Theoretical and practical tools to master matrix code design strategy and technique
    

    Error correcting and detecting codes are essential to improving system reliability and have popularly been applied to computer systems and communication systems. Coding theory has been studied mainly using the code generator...
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Adventures in the World of Matrices (Contemporary Mathematical Studies)Nova Press, 2007
The purpose of the book is to give the reader a feeling for the beauty and the surprises of mathematical research by building up step by step a theory of cycle matrices. The notions of matrix and cycle are presented for those readers who do not yet know the concepts. Then, starting and experimenting with cycle matrices of low dimensions and...
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Microsoft(r) Visual C#(R) 2005 Express Edition: Build a Program Now!Microsoft Press, 2005
Visual C# 2005 Express and the other Visual Studio 2005
Express Edition products are, in my opinion, one of the best
and most intelligent ideas to come out from Developer
Division here at Microsoft. I’m applauding and cheering
for the people who had this brilliant idea because I believe
there is a real need and demand...
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Product and Systems Development: A Value ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A thorough treatment of product and systems development in terms of value to all stakeholders


	Product and Systems Development compiles more than twenty years of research and practice from a value perspective, from vision and marketing to design, manufacturing, delivery, operations, and maintenance. It defines...
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Mathematics for Game Developers (Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2004
Math is a fundamental part of any game developer’s programming arsenal.Without
a strong understanding of math, you can easily waste days solving a problem
in a game that, in reality, is as simple as 1-2-3. If you’re considering
programming a game that is even slightly complicated, you must realize that it is crucial...
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Numerical Linear Approximation in C (CRC Numerical Analysis & Scientific Computing)CRC Press, 2008
Illustrating the relevance of linear approximation in a variety of fields, Numerical Linear Approximation in C presents a unique collection of linear approximation algorithms that can be used to analyze, model, and compress discrete data. Developed by the lead author, the algorithms have been successfully applied to several...
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Subspace Methods for System IdentificationSpringer, 2005
System identification provides methods for the sensible approximation of real systems using a model set based on experimental input and output data. Tohru Katayama sets out an in-depth introduction to subspace methods for system identification in discrete-time linear systems thoroughly augmented with advanced and novel results. The text is...
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Introduction to Algorithms, Third Edition (International Edition)MIT Press, 2009

	A new edition of the essential text and professional reference, with substantial new material on such topics as vEB trees, multithreaded algorithms, dynamic programming, and edge-based flow.


	Some books on algorithms are rigorous but incomplete; others cover masses of material but lack rigor. Introduction to Algorithms...
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Vitamin Analysis for the Health and Food Sciences, Second EditionCRC Press, 2007

	Employing a uniform, easy-to-use format, Vitamin Analysis for the Health and Food Sciences, Second Edition provides the most current information on the methods of vitamin analysis applicable to foods, supplements, and pharmaceuticals. Highlighting the rapid advancement of vitamin assay methodology, this edition emphasizes the use of...
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